Here we are concerned with the distribution of the zeros of the Riemann zeta function f(s) in short intervals in the vertical direction. We establish a mean value theorem for the number of the zeros in short intervals and derive several consequences from it, in particular, about the difference between the ordinates of the zeros and properties of uniform distribution of the zeros. Details will appear later.
AKIO FUJII [January on S(t + h) -S(t).
We can show, by modifying A. Selberg's approach (cf. [3] ):
LEMMA. For T>\ and h in 0<h<T-T l,ie , we have
f*(S(t + h) -S(t))
1 dt = ^j-r(2 log (3 4-h log T))
r(log(3 4-A log T)) k~l ) for / = 2* -1.
Hence we get a mean value theorem for N(t + h) -N(i) also.
An immediate consequence of this is a result about the normal density of the zeros in short intervals. THEOREM 1. If h log T tends to °° as T tends to °°, then wfr)to, T <N(t+h) _ N(t) < ^ log r /or awy positive increasing function $(7*) wWcft tewds to °° as T tends to 00 and for almost all (in the sense of the density) t in 0 < t < T.
For shorter intervals we can show If we denote the ordinate of the wth zero of f (s) by y n , where 0 < y n < 7"+j, the following is a consequence of Theorem 2. Also from our Lemma we see for K > K 0 , A and K 0 are suitable positive absolute constants.
